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TOWER OF CHOICE

FADE IN:

 ACT 1

EXT. SYDNEY TRADE TOWER - MORNING.

Establishing shot of modern 80 storey office block. 

INT. OFFICE - MORNING.

A typical open-plan contemporary office. A few staff are 
going about their daily typing and office chores. 

CHELSEA FIELDING, an attractive and sharply dressed 
Personal Assistant in her mid-twenties, sits on a corner of 
early thirties and elegantly attired JOSH PETERS’ large 
antique desk. 

Chelsea dangles and impishly swings her crossed legs while 
evocatively playing with her hair. It is clear that she has 
more than office work on her mind. Josh grins as he watches 
her pouting lips.

CHELSEA
Are you going to the gym tonight? 

JOSH
I wasn’t planning to... 

CHELSEA
Oh, come on, Josh. You said you 
wanted get fit the other day.  

Chelsea glances cautiously around the office, drops her 
shoe and rubs her foot on Josh’s thigh. Josh checks that no-
one is looking.

CHELSEA (CONT’D)
I really enjoyed the gym the 
other night - but afterwards was 
even better. 

INT. PARTITIONED OFFICE - MORNING. 

AMY RICHARDSON, a straight-laced thirty-something moves her 
reading glasses and squints as she peers over a small 
partition at Josh and Chelsea. She frowns disapprovingly.      

INT. OFFICE - MORNING.

Josh is transfixed as he stares into Chelsea’s eyes. 



JOSH
Well, I want to do well in the 
“City to Surf” this year. 

CHELSEA
That’s more like it. So, I’ll see 
you there at 5.30 then.

Chelsea slivers off the desk and smiles. Josh ogles her 
calculated waddle as she walks away. She waves in a cute 
manner and exits without looking back. Josh daydreams and 
grins as Amy moves in from the side and abruptly drops a 
stack of files on his desk. Josh snaps out of his fantasy.

AMY
So - are we still on for tonight?

JOSH
Yeah, yeah - of course we are. 

AMY
Good, I thought you would stand 
me up again. What did Chelsea 
want?

Josh hesitates. Amy waits anxiously for an answer. 

JOSH
We were discussing the McMahon 
account. You know how it is with  
the boss’s assistant. He’s just 
keeping tabs. 

AMY
Well, I don’t like her. She has 
her eyes on every guy in this 
office. She’s the type to suck 
more than just air...

JOSH
Look, you’re my girlfriend and 
you’ve made me really happy for 
these past two years. I’m with  
you... 

Josh holds her hand. Comforted by this sentiment, Amy 
grins. Josh is distracted as he peers out the window.

AMY
What is it Josh?

EXT. SYDNEY SKYLINE - MORNING. 

A 747 jet is slightly above the city skyline as it banks.  
Two F-18 navy jets are on each wing escorting the 747.  
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INT. SYDNEY OFFICE - MORNING. 

Josh rises quickly to get a better look. 

JOSH
What’s going on? That jet is much 
lower than usual...What are those 
fighter planes doing on its 
wings? 

Five office workers move to the desk beside Josh and Amy. 
They share a growing concern as they collectively peer out 
the window in the direction of the jets.

EXT. SYDNEY SKYLINE - MORNING. 

A 747 aims at the office tower. The F-18 jets remain on 
either wing, engines roaring. The 747 is 200 metres from 
impact with Sydney Business Tower when the F-18 jets 
rapidly bank from view. 

INT. OFFICE - MORNING.

Office workers panic as they watch the 747 head directly 
towards them. The enormity of the jet is imposing. A man 
and a woman worker place their hands to their mouths in 
terror and drop to the floor. Three workers run towards the 
door. Josh’s mouth drops in awe, appearing frozen. 

JOSH
SHIT -It’s gonna hit us!

Amy grabs Josh and pulls him to the floor under his desk. 
The roar of the jet engines is deafening.

FADE TO BLACK.

FADE IN:

EXT. SYDNEY CITY STREET - MORNING. 

Sirens wail. Fire trucks and police vehicles move 
frantically in the background. Chaos reigns. 

Disoriented office workers hold hands and run. Some are 
covered in dirt and dust. A man walks zombie-like, shaking 
his head in disbelief. 

A network camera crew conduct a live on-the-spot broadcast. 

FEMALE TV REPORTER
Sydney has experienced its first 
act of terror in 40 years. 
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Terrorists hijacked a 747 and 
flew it directly into the 68th 
floor of Sydney Trade Tower. We 
have unconfirmed reports of 400 
dead so far - and many are 
trapped in the floors above the 
collision. We can only hope that 
we don’t witness a repeat of the 
World Trade Centre collapse.

EXT. SYDNEY TRADE TOWER - MORNING

A hole stretching four floors gapes in the side of the 
building. Smoke billows as a fire glows inside.

INT. OFFICE - MORNING.

A fire alarm rings out. Furniture is upturned and paper is 
strewn and blown throughout the abundantly lit office. All 
the windows are missing. The walls are torn and crumpled. 
The wind whistles. Two bloodied bodies are lifeless on the 
floor. Amy is motionless on the floor alongside them. She 
moans, slowly lifts herself up and shakes her head, opening 
her mouth. She puts her hand to her ear.   

AMY
I can’t hear - Where’s Josh? 

A shaky Amy looks around the office and stands. She sights 
a dead male co-worker with a bloodied face, GEORGE beside 
her. She checks his pulse, shakes her head negatively, 
closes her eyes and sighs.  

AMY (CONT’D)
Oh George...

Amy stifles her emotions and teeters towards the office 
door.  

AMY (CONT’D)
Josh are you there ? Can you hear 
me? 

Amy is about to walk through the open office door when she 
glances to the side. Josh is unconscious and slumped 
against a wall. His  desk jammed against him. Amy hastily 
kneels down beside him.

AMY (CONT’D)
Josh! Please be alive...

Amy shakes Josh who starts to regain consciousness. He is 
groggy and shakes his head. Amy hugs him tightly. 
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AMY (CONT’D)
Oh Josh. I thought you were dead. 
I couldn’t see you. 

He cradles his head, opens his mouth and feels his ears.

JOSH
I can hardly hear you. Is that an 
alarm or are my ears ringing?

AMY
No - it’s an alarm. Do you 
remember what happened?

JOSH
Yeah - sort of. We were watching 
this plane coming towards the 
building and then...nothing. I 
don’t remember what happened. 

AMY
Josh, the plane hit the 
building...There are dead people 
...like George. . 

Amy points at George’s body. Josh is confused.

JOSH
Oh God. So, why did the plane hit 
us? Was it an accident or...  

AMY
I dunno - look we shouldn’t worry 
about that. We have to get out of 
here. Are you OK to get up? 

Josh nods. Amy helps him to his feet. The fire alarm stops 
ringing. The wind whistles through the office.

JOSH
We should get to the lifts and 
see if they’re working. Seventy-
two floors is a long walk.

They walk pensively through the door.

INT. ELEVATOR FOYER - MORNING. 

The foyer is dark. Two dead, bloodied and bruised co-
workers are slumped against the wall alongside the 
elevator. Amy puts her hand to her mouth in horror. Josh 
kneels down to check their pulse. He nods negatively, gets 
to his feet and pushes the elevator button. No response.    
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JOSH
The power is out. It probably 
stopped a minute ago - along with 
the alarm. 

AMY
We should check the next floor 
for survivors.

JOSH
Amy - we don’t have time. There 
could be a fire. We should get 
out. Remember what happened at  
the World Trade Centre? 

AMY
I’m looking - OK! We can’t leave  
injured people behind.

Amy walks off in a huff. Josh is exasperated and tries to 
grab her hand. She shakes him off.  

INT. OFFICE - MORNING. 

Amy opens a door reading ‘7101’ and moves in cautiously. 
Josh walks behind her. A large executive office takes up 
half the floor. The wind howls. Papers are everywhere. The 
place is a mess.

AMY
You take the large office.  

Josh walks towards the large office. 

INT. EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MORNING. 

Josh enters. The air is filled with dust. Furniture is 
upturned and paper and other materials are strewn 
everywhere. Josh is astonished. A neatly dressed man in his 
late twenties, sits at a desk. The man, AIDEN peers out of 
a large hole in the exterior of the executive office. The 
outside light places him in silhouette. Street noise and 
emergency vehicle sirens filter in. He seems unnaturally 
calm - given what has just occurred.  

AIDEN
Hi Josh. I was expecting you.

 END OF ACT 1

 
 ACT 2
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INT. EXECUTIVE OFFICE - MORNING. 

Aiden is confident in his manner. It is clear that he 
knows. Josh is perplexed and cannot fathom what is 
happening.

JOSH
Who are you? And how do you know 
me!? Do you work here?

AIDEN
Don’t be alarmed. I’m here to 
help you. 

Aiden gracefully turns his chair to face Josh. Aiden rises 
coolly and moves towards him. Josh takes two steps back.

JOSH
You’re not injured. You’re OK? 
But how?

AIDEN
That’s because I wasn’t here at 
the time of the crash.  

JOSH
How did you get here?

AIDEN
Look Josh - there is no other way 
to tell you this. 

JOSH
Tell me what?

AIDEN
My name is Aiden - and I’m your 
descendant from the year 2157.
I’ve come back through time to 
save you - by taking you to 
safety in my time. I’m what you 
would call a time traveller. 

Josh is deeply sceptical and smirks.

JOSH
Mate, you’ve banged your head. 
You don’t know what you’re 
saying.  

Josh moves to grab Aiden’s arm. Aiden retreats and 
manipulates an organic looking mobile phone-sized sized 
device - a time transporter. A hologram appears of a 
futuristic city-scape of Sydney. Josh looks perplexed, then 
appears reassured - firstly by the wonder of the vision 
before him and then the familiarity of its transmission.
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JOSH (CONT’D)
That’s just a hologram. That 
technology is available now. I 
saw it at DisneyWorld. 

Aiden is indignant.

AIDEN
Yes, but can they do this at 
DisneyWorld?

Aiden hits a button on his transporter and disappears. Josh 
looks to either side of the office. 

AIDEN O.S
I’m right behind you Josh.

Josh quickly turns around to sight Aiden behind him.

AIDEN
I’m real Josh. I’m not a 
hologram. You can touch me if you 
want.

Josh moves in slowly and touches Aiden on the arm, sensing  
warm, living flesh.

JOSH 
You’re for real! This is too 
freaky. But how? 

Josh grabs his head in confusion.

JOSH (CONT’D)
Why come back to save me?

AIDEN
Listen to me very carefully. 
Another time traveller has 
altered the time continuum of 
your life. He visited the person 
who was supposed to be doing your 
job in the office today. Why do 
you think you are working on a 
Tuesday instead of a Monday?  

JOSH
You’re right. They changed it 
last week. I haven’t worked on a 
Tuesday for six months.

Aiden looks knowingly at Josh.

AIDEN 
Mmmm, funny that. The time 
traveller saved his predecessor 
and I’m here to rescue you. 
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And besides - if you don’t exist - 
then neither do I. So you could 
say that I’m doing both of us a 
big favour.   

JOSH
So where will you take me?

Josh, in spite of the demonstration and explanation, 
remains skeptical. 

AIDEN
I will take you forward - to my 
time, and then we’ll jump back to 
yours. We aren’t that advanced in 
time travel yet. It’s relatively 
new. And there’s one other bit of 
good news.  

JOSH
What’s that?

AIDEN 
You can take one other person.

JOSH
That’s a no brainer. It’s got to 
be Amy.

Aiden looks at his transporter.

AIDEN 
Look, I’ve got to get out of 
here. I only had five minutes. As 
I said - it’s early days for t-
jumps.   

Aiden manipulates the transporter and begins to disappear.

AIDEN (CONT’D)
I’ll be back soon. Think about 
who you want to take.

JOSH
NO..WAIT! 

Aiden completely disappears. Josh shakes his head. He 
begins to exit the room when he hears a moan. He turns. 

JOSH (CONT’D)
Aiden, is that you? Are you back?

Josh notices a large upturned desk in the far corner of the 
office. He sights a pair of shoes, and then legs as he 
angles to a better view. Josh runs over. A sharp suited 
middle aged man is lying behind the desk. He is groggy, but 
conscious. Josh kneels down and grabs him.
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JOSH (CONT’D)
Hey mate - you OK? Hey, I’ve seen 
you in the elevator before.

The man, MIKE HARPER lifts himself and sits up. Mike feels 
his head and shakes it.   

MIKE 
Yeah, I’m OK. What the hell 
happened? Where am I?

JOSH
It looks like a plane hit the 
building . 

MIKE
What?! Was it terrorists?

JOSH
Dunno - but we gotta get out of 
here.  

Amy enters the office. 

AMY
I heard voices. Is he OK?

Josh and Amy help Mike to his feet.  

MIKE 
Thanks for helping me. What are 
your names? I’m Mike by the way. 

JOSH
Hi Mike. I’m Josh and this is my 
girlfriend, Amy.

AMY
Hey, aren’t you Mike Harper, the 
share guy?

Mike nods in agreement.

AMY (CONT’D)
Our boss told me about you. 
You’ve done really well on the 
market. He said you made an 
absolute killing in futures. 

MIKE
Yeah, I’ve done OK. It was easy 
money up until Sub-Prime, but you 
have to do your homework now. 

AMY
So Mike, where are your staff?
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MIKE
I don’t know. My assistant ran 
into the stairway before the 
plane hit. I hope she’s OK.

AMY
Here’s hoping she escaped. We 
came down one floor - by the 
stairs. We didn’t pass anyone. 
Was there anyone else in your 
office?  

MIKE
No, they hadn’t arrived. Too 
early. Thank God.

JOSH
We should head to the stairs and 
make our way down. 

Amy and Mike nod as the trio leave Mike’s office. 

INT. STAIRWAY - MORNING. 

Mike, Josh and Amy move cautiously down the stairs before  
arriving on a landing of the next floor. Amy opens the 
door.  

AMY
(Shouts) Is there anybody there?

She waits for an answer as Josh and Mike continue to move 
down the stairs. Amy is peeved.   

AMY (CONT’D)
Don’t you want to check for 
survivors? 

JOSH
Amy, WE won’t survive if we stop 
at each floor. 

Amy moves down the stairs to join Mike and Josh. Smoke 
plumes towards them from below. It becomes thicker as they 
move down to the next stairway landing. They cough as smoke 
saturates the airspace. They halt. Josh points down,  
coughing as he speaks. 

JOSH (CONT’D)
Fire! 

The door on the next level down is blown out. Flames 
surround the opening and lap onto the stairway concrete 
wall. Smoke clouds their vision. Their coughing increases. 
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AMY
We can’t go down any further. 
We’ll have to turn back.

The trio quickly turn and march up the stairway. Coughing 
heavily as they move.  

INT. OFFICE - MORNING. 

They open a door to the office that reads ‘7301’ and move 
in. They scurry to a water cooler and quickly gulp down 
plastic cups of water. Amy sights a male body, checks for 
pulse and bows her head, despondent. Amy removes his jacket 
and covers his head.  

MIKE
Where to now?  

JOSH
We have to get to the roof. It’s 
only seven floors up. They’ll 
send helicopters - I’m sure. The 
roof is our way out.

Mike gestures to go.

MIKE 
Better keep moving.

Amy looks around the office before walking through a nearby 
door to a another office.   

AMY O.S
Just checking for survivors.

JOSH 
(Cynical) Don’t hurry. It’s not 
like our lives are threatened.

Josh rolls his eyes as he sits against the wall. Mike 
squats alongside him.

MIKE
Does she always play the “Girl 
Guide”?

JOSH
(knowingly) 

Always.

MIKE
Mike, I want to talk to you about 
something.  

Josh looks quizzical.
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MIKE (CONT’D)
I just wanted to let you know 
that I heard your conversation 
with Aiden.  

Josh is dismayed.

MIKE (CONT’D)
I also saw his little 
disappearing act. 

JOSH
I was beginning to think that I 
imagined it after being knocked 
out. That’s why I didn’t tell 
Amy.

MIKE
No - it was very real. Let me 
play Devil’s advocate for a 
moment. Josh, you’ve got a way 
out of this mess. What if the 
helicopters can’t land? What if 
the building collapses or the 
fire spreads? We all know what 
happened at the World Trade 
Centre.   

JOSH
So what are you saying Mike?

MIKE
Look, what Amy said before is 
true. I’m a very wealthy man - 
and just say you were to take me 
with you on your t-jump, as Aiden
called it. I could make you a 
rich man also...Would 50 million 
dollars twist your arm?  

Josh appears incredulous. 
 
 END OF ACT 2

 ACT 3

INT. OFFICE - MORNING. 

Amy unexpectedly walks back into the office to greet Mike  
chatting to Mike. 

AMY 
You guys chatting again. Well, I 
hope it wasn’t about me?

Mike looks at Josh.
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JOSH
As a matter of fact it was...

Mike is concerned.

JOSH (CONT’D)
I was just telling Mike what a 
caring person you are. But now 
it’s time to save your sweet ass. 
We better move to the roof.  

Josh and Mike rise.

AMY 
OK, but I’m going to check each  
floor for survivors. 

JOSH
(Cynical) I wouldn’t expect 
anything less. 

Amy flashes a wry smile as they move through the door.

INT. STAIRWAY - MORNING. 

Josh, Amy and Mike continue up the stairs. The smoke 
continues to plume with a glow from the fire below.

INT. DOOR/STAIRWAY - MORNING.

Amy hurries in a door reading ‘7801’. Josh and Mike wait in 
the stairway. 

AMY O.S
I’ll be back in a tick.

MIKE
So, have you given any thought to 
my proposal Josh? 

JOSH
How do we know that this 
descendant of mine is going to 
return? Or we might get to the 
roof and the chopper will rescue 
us. 

AMY O.S
Josh - come quick ! 

Mike and Josh quickly move into the office. 
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INT. OFFICE - MORNING.

Amy kneels over and obscures a female slumped against a 
wall. Amy stands to reveal Chelsea. Chelsea rises quickly 
and throws herself upon Josh. She hugs him tightly. 

CHELSEA
Josh, I was hoping it would be 
you. You’re OK. Everyone is dead. 
How are we going to get out? 

Josh hugs her and then grabs her arms.

JOSH
I was worried about you too.

Amy is annoyed. Josh is embarrassed.

AMY 
I found her and I don’t get a 
hug. That’s OK Chelsea.

(Cynical)
Josh was so concerned for you. 

CHELSEA
Sorry Amy - I guess I owe you. 

The smoke thickens. The foursome glow red with approaching 
flames. 

JOSH
No time for pleasantries. We 
gotta get to the roof.  

Josh, Mike, Chelsea and Amy move quickly to the stairway.   

INT. STAIRWAY - MORNING.

The foursome arrive at the landing to the 79th floor. Amy 
opens the door reading ‘7901’.

MIKE 
Wait Amy. I’m coming with you. A 
friend of mine works on this 
floor.

Mike darts in the door behind Amy. Chelsea and Josh sit 
against the wall.  

CHELSEA
You know I’ve always had a thing 
for you. 

Josh looks pleased.  
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JOSH
I’m flattered. But Chelsea, you 
know that Amy is my girlfriend 

CHELSEA
The girl needs a Hollywood 
makeover Josh - and besides... 

Chelsea blows into Josh’s ear and grabs his thigh.

CHELSEA (CONT’D)
If you get me out of this mess... 
(whispers)I’ll take you to the 
dizziest heights of pleasure.

Chelsea quickly retreats as Mike and Amy burst through the 
door. 

MIKE
No sign of my friend in there.

AMY 
Or anyone else, for that matter. 

Josh and Chelsea get to their feet. 

INT. STAIRWAY - MORNING.

Josh, Amy, Chelsea and Mike bound hastily up the stairs. 
The smoke thickens. The fire is visible on the stairway 
below and ascends rapidly. They gasp for air. 

CHELSEA
Can’t breathe.

They cough as they struggle to walk.

JOSH
Almost there...

They arrive at a door with a sign that reads ‘ROOF’. They 
hesitate before Josh tries to move the large steel handle. 
It fails to budge.

MIKE
Oh great, that’s all we need.
Give me a go.

Mike struggles with the door and shakes it, frustrated and 
upset as he strains to open it.

AMY 
I’d say the fire or shock from 
the collision has jammed it.
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JOSH
They probably just don’t want  
anyone getting onto the roof.

CHELSEA
You’re right. The boss once told 
me you need a card to access it. 

They stare at a card slot beside the door. 

MIKE
You’re bloody kidding! What are 
we going to do now?

Mike slumps to the floor, panicked and frightened. Aiden
appears out of the smoke from the stairs below. He coughs 
and waves the smoke from his mouth. 

AIDEN
Looks like someone has left the  
barbecue unattended.

JOSH
Aiden!

AIDEN
You didn’t think I would leave 
you here - did you Josh ? 

MIKE
I’ll give you the cheque right 
here and now. The money is yours 
if you take me.

Mike takes out his cheque book and commences writing.

AMY 
What money ? Who is this guy, 
Josh?

AIDEN
I’m your ticket to ride Amy.

AMY
What is he on about?

JOSH
Listen to me! This ‘guy’ is our 
way out. He’s a descendant of 
mine. He’s a time traveller - and 
he’s here to rescue me.

AMY 
Yeah, right - Josh that bang on  
your head was worse than I 
thought.  You were never this 
imaginative - even with a load of 
Tequila on board. 
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(Assertively)This guy ain’t for 
real. 

Aiden looks knowingly at Josh. He claps his hands.

AIDEN
OK - its t-jump time. Are you 
bringing ‘Miss Cynical’ here?

Josh hesitates. He eyes Chelsea and moves within inches of 
her face, tenderly tousling her hair. 

JOSH
Chelsea - you’re delectable and   
incredible in bed. You are the 
perfect...well,the perfect lay. 
But you can’t offer me what I 
need.  

Chelsea puts her head down, dejected, she sobs. Josh turns 
to Mike. 

JOSH (CONT’D)
Mike, I hardly know you - and all 
you really have to offer is 50 
million dollars. Do I really want 
that sort of money? Could I live 
with myself choosing your cash 
instead of a real person?

Mike sadly holds up his cheque as Josh slowly moves past 
him to Amy.

JOSH (CONT’D)
(condescending)
Amy - my dear sweet girlfriend. A 
solid and kind person. Do 
anything for you type of gal. 
You’re not so attractive, but 
desirable - in a lap dog sort of 
way. 

Amy looks perplexed and miffed. Josh grins and unexpectedly 
turns to Mike. 

JOSH (CONT’D)
That’s why I’m going to take the 
money. Who says it can’t make you 
happy. Not me!

Josh grabs the cheque from Mike’s hand. Amy is shocked.

AIDEN
Good! I’m glad we got that 
settled then. And high time as 
well.
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Aiden glances down the stairway at the rapidly rising 
flames. He calmly takes out his transporter and manipulates 
the key-pad. Josh, Aiden and Mike gradually disappear. Amy 
and Chelsea are DISTRAUGHT and angry .

AMY 
(Imploringly)

Josh - you can’t leave us here! 

CHELSEA
(Distraught) Josh - come back!

FADE TO BLACK. 

INT. FUTURISTIC TV STUDIO

CLOSE UP: Josh’s face with eyes are shut. They suddenly 
open wide. 

He is reclined in a high-tech chair with wires attached to 
his head. Aiden stands in front of him in an unusually 
styled seamless dark silver suit. Bright lights glare 
behind him. Josh shields his eyes. 

AIDEN
Josh. Are you OK?

Josh looks to his side. Amy is in an identical chair. She  
sits upright, glaring angrily at Josh.  

JOSH
Amy - is that you? What are you 
doing here? 

AIDEN
Josh - you are fine. You are safe 
now. There is no fire. You are 
with friends.

JOSH
What? Where am I? 

AIDEN
Let’s give Josh a round of 
applause everyone. He’s been 
through quite an ordeal.  

Recorded applause rings out. Aiden turns and raises his 
hand. Lights reveal a Television Studio Sound Stage. There 
are camera operators and production people, but no 
audience. The effects are fabricated.   

JOSH
What the hell is going on?
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AIDEN
I guess we’ve got some explaining 
to do. 

Josh is bewildered. A studio assistant brings him a glass 
of water. Josh gulps it down.

AIDEN (CONT’D)
Josh, you are a contestant on a 
dream reality show called “Dream 
To Win”, where contestants are 
pitted against one another in a 
same situation dream. Those 
dreams are broadcast to a nation-
wide audience. The person who 
chooses the outcome that the 
audience prefers wins the game 
and prizes.    

The theme music plays. There is recorded audience applause. 
The “Dream to Win” set logo flashes behind Josh and Amy. 

AIDEN (CONT’D)
Now - the voting is in. How many 
people thought that Josh had the 
correct outcome in his dream? 

A digital readout above Josh displays “18.67 million”. The  
audience applause is polite, with some boos. Theme music 
plays.  

AIDEN (CONT’D)
Not bad Josh - an above average 
reading. And now to Amy. Let’s 
recap the last seconds of Amy’s 
dream.

INT. STAIRWAY - MORNING. 

Mike and a handsome young executive, LUKE appear deeply 
concerned as they stand alongside Aiden in the Sydney Trade  
Tower stairway. Amy stands next to Josh. Smoke surrounds 
them.   

AIDEN
OK Amy - who will you take on 
your t-jump?

Tears well in Amy’s eyes. She turns to Luke and Mike.  

AMY
...I have to say Josh. I’m so 
sorry.

Amy is distraught and cries uncontrollably. She hugs Josh. 
Aiden keys his transporter. Josh, Amy and Aiden disappear.   
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INT. FUTURISTIC TV STUDIO - NIGHT.

AIDEN
Amy decided to save Josh in her 
time travel dream. Let’s see what 
her audience vote was... 

Aiden looks to a digital readout above Amy reading “39.78 
million”. The recorded applause is rapturous along with 
recorded stomping of feet and whistling. Amy rises from her 
chair, elated. Aiden exuberantly shakes her hand.   

AIDEN (CONT’D)
Amy...you are the winner. And 
your  prize is...5 million 
dollars and a luxury apartment! 
And 5 million dollars to the 
charity of your choice - which is 
Stuart House.  

A lavish new apartment displays on the studio monitors. 
Aiden moves to Josh, who remains seated, and shakes his 
hand. Aiden cups his hand to his ear as the theme music 
plays.  

AIDEN (CONT’D)
And what do we say everyone?

AUDIENCE V.O
Dream to win!

The theme music plays. Applause. The Assistant Director 
walks on the set.  

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
That’s a wrap everyone. And, 
we’re out!

Amy storms over to Josh. A pensive Josh remains seated.

AMY 
You know what? You were my 
boyfriend - until today. I think 
we can forget about that tag from 
now on! I’m leaving with GEORGIA.

JOSH
AMY!

Amy quickly strides over to her girlfriend, GEORGIA,   
seated near a monitor. She is identical to Chelsea. Georgia 
sneers at Josh and shakes her head. 

GEORGIA
Creep! You asshole!
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Amy and Georgia walk arm-in-arm from the studio in a huff. 
A sullen Josh slowly gets out of the chair and walks 
towards the exit sign. An overtly gay man (PETE, Payroll 
Clerk and identical to Mike) minces over with an envelope 
and hands it to Josh. 

PETE
Josh - this is for you.

Josh is perplexed then smiles. Josh opens the envelope at 
its side. He partly pulls out a cheque. He can only see the 
‘$5’. He pulls it out. The cheque reads ‘$50’.  

JOSH
Mike, is that you?

PETE
I wish honey. I’m Pete, from 
payroll. I wouldn’t be here if I 
had the money that Mike had in 
your dream. That’s your out of 
pocket expenses. 

Josh is completely dejected as he walks to the exit.

Georgia appears unexpectedly from the darkness of the exit 
hallway. She nervously points the transporter at Josh,   
shaking with anger. He is mortified and halts. He hold up 
his hands. 

GEORGIA
(Seething) You’re going back to 
that tower. You deserve to die!

A composed Amy appears from behind Georgia.

AMY
Don’t do it Amy. It’s not worth 
it.  

A security guard slowly appears from the shadows behind 
Georgia. He silently creeps towards her and motions to Josh 
to keep quiet. Georgia is unaware he is behind her. He  
pounces and grabs her hand. A wild struggle ensues. He 
twists her hand. The transporter aims at Amy and fires. Amy 
appears horrified as she slowly disappears. The guard, 
Georgia and Josh are bewildered. The transporter is 
wrestled from Georgia’s grasp and shatters into pieces as 
it hits the ground. The device quickly loses its ‘healthy’ 
live appearance.

GEORGIA
Nooo!

Aiden appears from the tunnel, perplexed as he sights the 
Security Guard holding Georgia.
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AIDEN
What’s going on here?

JOSH
Georgia accidently shot Amy with 
the transporter. She disappeared.
(Imploring)We have to get her 
back! 

A forlorn Aiden picks up a broken piece of the transporter.  

AIDEN
How? There was only one 
transporter...

Georgia and Aiden appear shattered as they stare at the 
space once occupied by Amy.

END

FADE OUT.
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